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Browser 
Basics



Rendering Engines



Rendering Engine (AKA Layout Engine or Web 
Browser Engine) 

Combines HTML, CSS, & JavaScript into formatted 
webpages in the viewport of a web browser (or other 
programs, like email)



Rendering 
Engine

Name Browser

Trident

EdgeHTML

Gecko

WebKit

<blink> Blink

January 2020–Now

&

&



March 9, 2021: Edge Legacy no longer receives security 
updates 

August 17, 2021: Microsoft 365 apps & services no 
longer supports IE 11 

June 15, 2022: Microsoft ends support for IE desktop 
app on Windows 10



Chromium is an open source browser, overseen by 
Google, that uses the Blink rendering engine 

About every 6 weeks, Google takes Chromium, adds 
Google (spying) stuû to it & other non-open source 
code, & releases it as Chrome



Other browsers besides Chrome, Opera, & Edge are also 
based on Chromium 

Amazon Silk • Blisk • Brave • Comodo Dragon • Cßc 
Cßc • Epic • Falkon • Qihoo 360 Secure Browser • 
SalamWeb • Samsung Internet • Sleipnir • Slimjet • 
Torch • UC Browser • Vivaldi • Yandex





Choices



Internet Explorer/Edge 
Family Tree

Spyglass

WindowsMac

Edge



Netscape/Mozilla/Firefox 
Family Tree

Mosaic

Netscape

MozillaSeaMonkey

Firefox

Mosaic

Thunderbird (email)



Safari/Chromium 
Family Tree

<blink>

WebKit



Internet Explorer (Trident) 
Edge (EdgeHTML) 
Edge (Chromium-based) 

Chrome/Brave/Vivaldi (Chromium-based) 
Firefox (Gecko)

Part of operating system



Safari (WebKit) 

Chrome/Brave/Vivaldi/Edge (Chromium-based) 
Firefox (Gecko)

Part of operating system



Chrome/Vivaldi/Brave/Edge (Chromium-based) 
Firefox (Gecko) 
Konqueror (KHTML or WebKit) 
GNOME Web (WebKit)



Brave’s 
Settings



All screenshots, unless otherwise indicated, are using 
Brave 1.41.06 running on macOS 12.5 Monterey



Brave is based on Chromium, but there are substantial 
diûerences





Settings 1: Get started







Create multiple profiles, with separate extensions, 
logins, cookies, & more











Default profile

Virgin profile

2 windows, each with a diûerent profile













Settings 2: Appearance













Brave Talk 
Brave Wallet 
Bookmarks 
Add (current site) to Sidebar



After adding Wikipedia























Safari 15.5



Safari 15.5



















“…unlike most ‘reader-mode’ features, 
Brave Speedreader modifies the page 
content before the page is loaded, rather 
than after, which saves you data and 
provides faster load times.”
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Safari 15.5



This isn’t actually what this page 1st looked like…

Safari 15.5





Large subscription ad … OK, I need to log in …





ALL of the content is covered by ads?! � 

This sort of crap is why I’ve used ad blockers for 20+ years





Ahhhh…







�















Settings 3:  
New Tab Page



















Frequently Visited Top Sites



























If you mess around with crypto speculation, turn on

Otherwise, turn it all oû



Settings 4: Shields























“Brave includes two types of fingerprinting protections, 
(i) blocking, removing or modifying APIs, to make 
Brave instances look as similar as possible, and (ii) 
randomizing values from APIs, to prevent cross 
session and site linking (e.g. making Brave instances 
look diûerent to websites each time).”



“Most tools try to make as many browsers look identical 
as possible … Brave’s system for protecting users 
against fingerprinting works diûerently. Instead of 
trying to make Brave users look identical …, Brave 
tries to make you look as diûerent as possible, for each 
website, for each session. This prevents browsers from 
identifying you when you visit other sites, or when you 
return to the same site in the future.”



How to test Brave’s fingerprinting protection 

1. Visit audiofingerprint.openwpm.com or 
browserleaks.com/canvas 

2. Note the fingerprinted values 
3. Reload the browser after clearing storage, either by 

deleting all browser data or opening a new private 
window 

4. Note the same fingerprint is assigned, despite all 
storage, cookies, etc being cleared.

http://browserleaks.com/canvas


























Get uBlock Origin by gorhill, not uBlock!







JavaScript isn’t enabled)—)let’s “fix” that





Let’s scroll to the bottom of this long, awful webpage







You can customize Brave Shields (but do it one step at a 
time)—)make a change, test for a while, then repeat if 
desired)







Again, do not just start clicking every box! 

Do you need to any of these? If not, don’t 

If you do, add one, then test thoroughly

!!!
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Settings 6:  
Social Media Blocking





Adds 3rd-party cookie exception for 
accounts.google.com so sites 
using Login with Google work 
correctly





Settings 7: 
Privacy & Security







































Settings 8: Sync



Diûerences from Chromium sync 

1. Enforce client side encryption 
2. Doesn’t require sign-in because it 

uses a Sync Chain 
3. Uses Brave-operated sync server 

so no data goes to Google









Settings 9: 
Search Engine



























Where is Neeva?



Where is Neeva?







Settings 10: 
Extensions







Enables extensions to retrieve an 
OAuth token from Google (as a 3rd-
party login) to authenticate users 

Some extensions (e.g., Google Keep) 
require a 1st-party login in Google 
Chrome so will not work





























































Settings 12: IPFS



“The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is a protocol and 
peer-to-peer network for storing and sharing data in a 
distributed file system. IPFS uses content-addressing to 
uniquely identify each file in a global namespace 
connecting all computing devices. … 

IPFS allows users to host and receive content in a 
manner similar to BitTorrent. As opposed to a centrally 
located server, IPFS is built around a decentralized 
system of user-operators who hold a portion of the 
overall data, creating a resilient system of file storage and 
sharing.” —Wikipedia







Settings 13: Autofill





Personally, I don’t use 
this feature



1Password



Personally, I don’t use 
this feature



1Password



Personally, I don’t use 
this feature



1Password



Settings 14: Languages





Settings 16: Help Tips









Other 
Features



Brave Talk



Based on Jitsi

$0: video calls 
up to 4 people 

$7/mo: 100s of 
people



Task Manager





w
x





Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman



New Browsers, New Search Engines
Alternatives Are a Good Thing!
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Changelog 

2022-10-24 1.1: Took out everything not related to 
Brave 

2022-08-15 1.0: Created original slides for talk to St. 
Louis Unix Users’ Group


